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In this paper we study Jordan systems having nonzero local algebras that satisfy
a polynomial identity. We prove that in nondegenerate Jordan systems the set of
elements at which the local algebra is PI is an ideal and that if it is nonzero, it
coincides with the socle when the system is primitive. Q 1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
w xLocal algebras of Jordan systems, already introduced by Meyberg in 26 ,
have recently become a prominent tool in the study of Jordan systems.
Although the use of homotopes, and implicitly of local algebras, was a
main feature of Jordan theory since its origins, through the adverb ``prop-
erly'' applied to the words ``quasi-invertible'' or ``nilpotent,'' their current
renaissance can be traced back to D'Amour and McCrimmon's extension
w xof the fundamental results of Zelmanov 34, 35 to arbitrary quadratic
Ž w x.Jordan systems see 2, 3 . Concurrently, and again inspired by Zelmanov's
w xwork in 37 , Anquela et al. made use of local algebras of Jordan algebras
w xin their study of maximal modular inner ideals 9 . More recently, local
algebras have become a powerful tool in Anquela and Cortes' study ofÂ
w xprimitive systems and pairs 4, 5 .
The present paper deals with what seems to be a recurrent theme in
several of these papers since its first appearance in Zelmanov's work: local
algebras satisfying a polynomial identity.
Originally, the motivation for this study was something of a return to the
w xorigins, since it was inspired by the ongoing project 12 of extending
Zelmanov's theorems on Jordan algebras satisfying Goldie's conditions to
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quadratic algebras and extending some of the ideas of associative Goldie's
theory, notably that of uniform dimension, to Jordan algebras. In that
work it was important to relate inner ideals of special Jordan algebras to
one-sided ideals of their associative envelopes. As it turned out, that
relation is, to a great extent, controlled by the existence or non-existence
of local PI-algebras.
To put this fact in perspective, recall that much of the Jordan theory
after Zelmanov's breakthrough of the late 1970s and early 1980s is based
upon the distinction between PI and non-PI-algebras, which specializes to
the threefold distinction of albert, clifford, and hermitian algebras. This
case-splitting works very smoothly when the problems involve ideals or
elements, but the approach is not so direct when dealing with inner ideals
w xas in 37, 7, 9 . That is one of the places where local PI-algebras make their
appearance, and what is really going on there is the presence of a
generalized identity. Thus, many problems in Jordan theory lead naturally
to a study of generalized identities in Jordan algebras, so that a GPIrnon-
GPI distinction can be comfortably contemplated.
On the other hand, a similar approach to the study of Jordan systems
other than algebras leads to the same circle of ideas. In fact, the workable
notion of polynomial identity in Jordan pairs and triple systems seems to
be that of homotope-PI, which simply means that all local algebras share a
common polynomial identity. Thus, from its very definition, a PI-theory of
Jordan systems would be part of a Jordan GPI-theory.
What we present here and in a subsequent paper is precisely that kind
of theory. Our generalized polynomial identities will be local algebras
Žsatisfying a polynomial identity thus leaving open the problem of consider-
.ing arbitrary generalized identities . For these, there are at least two
theorems that should have their Jordan version, Amitsur's theorem on
primitive algebras with a GPI and Martindale's theorem on prime algebras
with a GPI. In this paper we address the Jordan extension of the first one,
leaving the second one for our subsequent paper.
The organization of the paper is as follows. After a section of rather
detailed preliminaries, in Section 1 we recall some facts of the associative
PI-theory and extend some of its notions to associative pairs and triples.
This section is presented here mainly to motivate the kind of ideas at
which we aim in the next sections.
Section 2 contains the results that will allow us to move polynomial
identities between different local algebras, through their relation with
capacity.
In Section 3 we enter into Jordan GPI-theory. We define the set of
PI-elements and study its first invariance properties: structural invariance
and inner-ideal invariance. This is applied in Section 4, where we prove
Ž .one of the two main results of the paper 4.4 and 4.5 , the Jordan version
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of Amitsur's theorem which describes what we call rationally primitive
Jordan systems, and which correspond to strongly primitive algebras in the
Ž .associative terminology. We also prove there the analogue 4.9 of Kaplan-
sky's theorem, where homotope polynomial identities play the role in
Jordan systems of polynomial identities.
In Section 5 we prove the second main theorem of the paper: the set of
Ž .PI-elements is an ideal 5.4 . That result will be of importance in our
forthcoming study of strongly prime Jordan systems with PI-elements.
In the last section, we relate PI-elements to the properly nil radical
through a result on the radical of PI-algebras which extends a well-known
Ž w x.theorem of Zelmanov for linear algebras Theorem 4 of 32 asserting that
Žthe McCrimmon and the Nil radicals coincide in PI-algebas. Incidentally,
let us mention that this result was a key ingredient in Zelmanov's exten-
sion of his Prime Dichotomy Theorem from prime algebras without
nil-ideals to strongly prime algebras, but this was skipped in the quadratic
theory by means of the Martindale]McCrimmon embedding. Thus, while
.our proof is structure-theoretic, Zelmanov's proof was combinatorial. We
also relate the PI-ideal of a special Jordan system to the PI-ideal of any of
its associative envelopes, thus establishing a link between the present
theory and associative GPI-theory. This gives evidence that one of the
sources of PI-elements in Jordan systems is the generalized identities of
their envelopes.
w xThis paper owes its existence to the new light that the ideas 2, 3 of A.
D'Amour and K. McCrimmon have shed on Zelmanov's theory of Jordan
systems, in particular the strategy of combining the use of local algebras,
Loos' theory of the socle, and the theory of Jordan PI-algebras. We have
pursued this path to the extreme of not making use of classification
theorems for general pairs and triples and avoiding the use of the prime
w xdichotomy theorem for pairs and triple systems 34 , but making use of the
prime dichotomy theorem for algebras, which is needed in the study of
Jordan PI-algebras. Some of the arguments could have been simplified by
w xusing further results, such of those of 4]6 , but those all rely on the
w xclassification theorems of 34, 3 .
0. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout F will be a fixed unital commutative ring.
0.1. We will work with Jordan pairs, triple systems, and algebras over
F. Our main sources of notational and terminological conventions, as well
w xas basic results, are 14, 15, 25, 16, 1, 2 . We record in this section some of
these notations and results.
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A Jordan algebra J has products x 2 and U y, quadratic in x and linearx
in y, whose linearizations are
2 2 2x( y s V y s x q y y x y y ,Ž .x
 4U z s V y s x , z , y s U z y U z y U z .x , y x , z xqy x y
Ž q y. s ysA Jordan Pair V s V , V has products Q y for x g V and y g V ,x
 4s s ", with linearizations Q y s D z s x, y, z s Q y y Q y yx, z x, y xqz x
Q y. We also mention the important Bergmann operators, given by B zz x, y
s z y D z q Q Q z for x, z g V s, y g Vys , which satisfies Q sx, y x y B zx , y
B Q B .x, y z y, x
A Jordan triple system T has product P y whose linearizations arex
 4P z s L y s x, y, z s P z y P z y P z. The Bergmann operatorx, y x, z xqy x y
in triple systems is given by B z s z y L z q P P z.x, y x, y x y
Jordan algebras can be considered as Jordan triple systems with P s U
plus a squaring operation. This additional operation is superfluous in
Jordan triple systems having an element 1 with P s Id, the identity. Then1
the square of x is just x 2 s P 1, and the system is a unital Jordan algebra.x
In Sections 1 and 6 we will also consider associative systems. For them,
w xwe will follow the notations of 1, 4 . In particular, we will denote their
triple product simply by juxtaposition.
0.2. The doubling functor attaches to every Jordan triple system T its
Ž . Ž .double Jordan pair V T s T , T with Q y s P y. Reciprocally, eachx x
Ž q y. Ž .Jordan pair V s V , V gives rise to a polarized triple system T V s
Vq[ Vy with product P q yyq[ yys Q qyy[ Q yyq. Niceness condi-x [ x x x
tions such as nondegeneracy, primeness, strong primeness, and others are
inherited by the polarized triple system of a Jordan pair. However, this
does no longer hold in the reverse direction, from Jordan triple systems to
their double Jordan pairs. To remedy that situation, D'Amour and Mc-
w x w xCrimmon 2, p. 229 and Anquela and Cortes 4, p. 667 defined tightÂ
doubles.
Given a Jordan triple system T , a tight double of T is a quotient pair
Ž . Ž q y. Ž q y. Ž .V T rI s TrI , TrI where I is an ideal I , I of V T which is
q y Ž smaximal with respect to I l I s 0 so that the I are semi-ideals of T :
.P P I : I and P T : I, but they may not be ideals . These always existT T I
Ž w x.and share niceness properties with T see 4, 5.2 and 5.3 .
Ž .0.3. A Jordan pair V has finite capacity if it has a strong frame, i.e., a
system of orthogonal division idempotent whose common Peirce-0-space
vanishes. The maximum of the cardinalities of the strong frames of V is
Ž .the capacity of V, denoted k V .
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If J is a Jordan algebra or a Jordan triple system, we say that J has
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..capacity if V J has capacity, and put k J s k V J . For a Jordan
algebra this means that J is unital and, in some isotope, the unit element
is a sum of orthogonal division idempotents.
There are several conditions which are equivalent to having finite
Ž w x.capacity see 19 , we mention here finite length of the chains of principal
Ž .inner ideals. In connection with that, one defines the invariant p V , the
principal length of the Jordan pair V, which is the maximum of the lengths
of all chains of principal inner ideals. For a nondegenerate V one has
Ž . Ž .p V s k V .
Ž .The rank rk a of an element a of a nondegenerate Jordan pair V was
w xdefined by Loos 18 as the supremum of the lengths of chains of principal
inner ideals determined by elements in the inner ideal generated by a. In a
nondegenerate Jordan pair, the set of elements of finite rank agrees with
Ž w x.the socle see 18 .
0.4. We recall here the definition of local algebra of a Jordan pair at
some element. Local algebras of Jordan triple systems and algebras can be
Ž w x.defined either through their double pairs or directly see 2 . Local
Ž w x.algebras of associative systems are defined in a similar fashion see 4 .
Here we introduce local algebras through Loos and Neher's theory of
w xsubquotients, so that we can apply the results of 20 .
Ž q y. sLet V s V , V be a Jordan pair, and let M : V be an inner ideal of
V. The subquotient of V determined by M is the Jordan pair S given by
s ys ys ŽS s M and S s V rKer M, where Ker M or simply Ker M if thereV
. ysis no ambiguity is the set of x g V for which Q x s 0 and Q Q M s 0M M x
Ž .the second condition on x is superfluous if V is nondegenerate .
Ž . w x sWhen the inner ideal is principal, M s a s Fa q a for some a g V ;
w x ys Ž .where a s Q V , the set Ker a is denoted Ker a and is the set ofa V V
ys Žx g V such that Q x s Q Q a s 0. Again, the second condition isa a x
Ž .superfluous if V is nondegenerate. Moreover, in this case Ker a s
w x . ysKer a . The quotient V rKer a has an algebra structure as the quotient
Ž ys .Ža. Ž ys .Ža.of the a-homotope V by the ideal Ker a, where V has
multiplications
U Ža. y s Q Q y ,x x a
x Ž2, a. s Q a.x
The resulting algebra, denoted by Vys , is the local algebra of V at a.a
ys w xNow, suppose that V is nondegenerate and define the map f : V “ aa
Ž .by f x q Ker a s Q x. Then it is easy to see that this is well defined, anda
the pair of maps f s s f, fys s Id : Vys “ Vys establishes an isomor-a a
Ž ys .phism of Jordan pairs between the double V V and the subquotienta
w xdetermined by a .
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Ž q y.If a is regular, it can be completed to an idempotent e s e , e with
s Ž .e s a. Here, the subquotient with respect to a is the Peirce space V e2
Ž w x. ys ys Ž .see 20, 1.12 . Notice also that V ( V e is a unital Jordan algebra,a 2
and reciprocally, Vys is unital if and only if a is regular.a
Iterated homotopes of Jordan systems are again homotopes: If a g V s
ŽŽ ys .Ža..Žb. Ž ys .Žc. Žand c s Q b, there is a natural isomorphism V ( V seea
w x.15, p. 6 . A similar transitivity formula holds for local algebras of
Ž w x.nondegenerate systems see 4, 4.3 . More generally, let V be a Jordan
q Ž .pair, a g V , and c s la q Q b an element from the inner ideal a sa
Fa q Q Vy generated by a. We will show that Vy is ``almost'' an iterateda c
Ãy Ža. y Ža.Ž . Ž .local algebra. To see that, take V s F1 [ V a free unital hulla
y Ža. Ãy Ža.Ž . Ž .yof the a-homotope V . Then Ker a is an ideal of V , and theV
Ãy Ãy Ža.Ž .quotient V s V rKer a is a free unital hull of the local algebraa V
y ÃyV , which is therefore an ideal of V . We denote with bars the images ina a
Ãy Ãy Ža. Ãy Ža. yŽ . Ž .V of elements from V . Set ¤ s l1 q d g V . Then V is ana a a
y Ž¤ . y Ž¤ . y y Ž¤ .ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . yideal of V which we denote V . Then V s V rKer ¤a a a ¤ a VaÃyŽ . Ž .is isomorphic to an ideal of the local algebra V .a ¤
y yŽ . Ž .y0.5. LEMMA. The mapping c : V “ V gi¤en by c x q Ker ¤ sa ¤ c Va
x q Ker c is an epimorphism of algebras. Moreo¤er, c is an isomorphism ifV
V is nondegenerate.
Ž .Proof. First notice that Ker a : Ker c since Ker a s Ker a , andV V V V
y Ž¤ . yŽ . Ž . Ž .a = c . Therefore we can define a surjective mapping f : V “ Va c
y yŽ . Ž .such that f x s p x , where p : V “ V is the natural projection.c
Now, the equalities Q c s U Ža.¤ and Q U Ža.x s Q x hold for anyx x a ¤ c
y Ža. Ãy Ža.Ž Ž . .x g V where U is the U-operator of V . Indeed,
U Ža.¤ s U Ža. l1 q d s lU Ža.1 q U Ža.d s l x Ž2, a. q Q Q dŽ .x x a x a x x a
s lQ a q Q Q d s Q c,x x a x
and
Q U Ža.x s Q x s Q U Ža. x s Q l2U Ža. q lU Ža. x q U Ža.xŽ .a ¤ c a l1 qd a 1 1 , d da a a
2  4s Q l x q l d , a, x q Q Q x s Q x s Q x .Ž .a d a laqQ d ca
y Ž¤ .Ž .Therefore, denoting by U the operation of V , we have for alla
y Ža. Ža. Ža. Ža. Ža.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x, y g V , f U y s f U U y s p U U y s p Q Q U y sx x ¤ x ¤ x a ¤
Ž2, ¤ . Ža. Ža.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .p Q Q y s U p y s U f y , and f x s f U ¤ s p U ¤x c pŽ x . f Ž x . x x
Ž2, c. 2Ž . Ž . Ž .s p Q c s p x s f x . Hence, f is a homomorphism.x
yNow, suppose that x belongs to Ker ¤ , i.e., it satisfies U x s U U ¤ sV ¤ ¤ xa
0. Then 0 s Q U Ža.x s Q x, and 0 s Q U Ža.U Ža.¤ s Q U Ža.¤ s Q Q c bya ¤ c a ¤ x c x c x
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ythe formulas proved before. Thus Ker ¤ : Ker f, and f induces anVay y Ž¤ . yŽ . Ž . yepimorphism c : V s V rKer ¤ “ V .a ¤ a V ca
 y<Suppose finally that ¤ is nondegenerate. Then Ker a s x g V Q xV a
4 Ž . Ž .s 0 , hence x s 0 if Q x s 0. Now, if f x s 0, then p x s 0, hencea
Q x s Q Q c s 0, and we have Q U Ža.x s Q x s 0, and Q U Ža.U Ža.¤ sc c x a ¤ c a ¤ x
Ža. Ža. Ža. Ža.Q U ¤ s Q Q c s 0. Thus U xs U U ¤s 0, hence x belongs toc x c x ¤ ¤ x
y yKer ¤ , and we obtain the equality Ker ¤ s Ker f, which implies thatV Va a
the induced map c is an isomorphism.
A number of properties of Jordan pairs are inherited by their local
Ž w x.Jordan algebras see 2, 8, 6, 4 , and also lifted from local algebras to the
Ž w x.whole pair see 2, 5 . Here we mention the good interaction between
Ž w x .local algebras and the socle cf. also 2 .
0.6. LEMMA. Let V be a nondegenerate Jordan pair, s s ", a an element
s ys ys Ž ys .from V , and p : V “ V the canonical map. Then Soc V sa a
Ž Ž s .. Ž . Ž ys .p Soc V , and if Soc V is simple, so is Soc V .a
Proof. This follows from the corresponding more general assertions
w Ž . Ž .x20, 2.7 b and c .
Ž .Recall 0.3 that an element of a nondegenerate Jordan pair belongs to
the socle if and only if it has finite rank. The socle of a nondegenerate
Jordan pair can also be characterized in terms of local algebras.
0.7. LEMMA. Let V be a nondegenerate Jordan pair, s s ".
Ž . s Ž . Ž ys .a For all a g V , rk a s k V .a
Ž . Ž s .  s < Ž ys . 4b Soc V s a g V k V - ‘ .a
Ž . Ž .Proof. a It is easy to see that a is von Neumann regular if and only
ys Ž . ysif V is unital. Thus, if either rk a is finite or V has capacity, a isa a
regular. Then we can complete a to an idempotent e of V, so that
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . w x Ž Ž .. Ž ys .rk a s k V e by Proposition 3 2 of 18 , and k V e s k V by2 2 a
the isomorphisms of 0.4.
Ž . Ž .b This follows from a and the above mentioned characterization
of the socle.
w x0.8. We refer to 13 for the basic notions on primitivity of Jordan
w xalgebras, and to 35, 2 for the corresponding notions in pairs and triple
systems. Primitive Jordan algebras have been classified by Anquela et al. in
w x7 , and the classification and a thorough study of primitivity in Jordan
w xpairs and triples has been done by Anquela and Cortes in 4, 5 . Here weÂ
only remind the reader of some basics on the inheritance of primitivity by
local algebras.
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w xFirst, for Jordan algebras we have 8, Theorem 4.1 .
0.9. THEOREM. Let J be a Jordan algebra, and 0 / a g J. If J is
primiti¤e, then J is primiti¤e.a
w xAnd the fundamental 35, Lemma 9; 2, Theorem 6.1 :
0.10. THEOREM. If a Jordan pair V is primiti¤e at b g V s, then the local
algebra Vys is primiti¤e.b
For Jordan triple systems the situation is not so nice. The local algebra
of a primitive Jordan triple system at the element b where primitivity is
defined need not be primitive. Instead, it may be a subdirect sum of two
primitive algebras. However, there is always another element bX at which
Ž w x.the triple systems is primitive, and whose local algebra is primitive see 2 .
To close this section we mention here some facts and definitions from
Jordan PI-theory. We begin with the following analogue of Kaplansky's
w xTheorem for Jordan algebras, which was proved by Zelmanov 33 in the
w xlinear case and by Anquela et al. 7 in the quadratic case.
0.11. THEOREM. A primiti¤e Jordan PI-algebra is simple with capacity.
0.12. For Jordan triple systems and pairs, the useful notion is that of
w xhomotope-PI. We will use the notations of 2, 4 , so in particular, if
Ž . w xf x , . . . , x is a polynomial in the free Jordan algebra FJ X on a1 n
countable set of generators X and z is an element of the free Jordan
w xtriple system FT X , the polynomial
f z ; x , . . . , x s f Ž z . x , . . . , xŽ . Ž .1 n 1 n
w x w xŽ z .is the image of f under the homomorphism FJ X “ FT X which is
w x w xthe identity on X. Since there is an obvious mapping FT X “ FJ X , we
Ž . w xwill also consider f z; x , . . . , x as an element of FJ X .1 n
A Jordan triple system T satisfies a homotope-PI if there is an essential
Ž . w x Ž .polynomial f x , . . . , x g FJ X such that the polynomial f y; x , . . . , x1 n 1 n
with y g X different from the x vanishes under all substitutions ofi
elements y, x g T. This definition extends to Jordan pairs V by consider-i
Ž .ing their associated triple system T V .
1. THE PI-IDEAL OF AN ASSOCIATIVE SYSTEM
In this section we recall some known facts of the theory of generalized
identities of associative algebras and extend some to associative pairs and
triple systems.
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1.1. Let R be an associative algebra. An element a g R will be called
a PI-element if the left ideal Ra is a PI-ring.
A slightly different formulation of the notion of PI-element comes from
the use of local algebras. Any a g R determines a homotope RŽa. with the
same linear structure as R and multiplication x ? y s xay. The set Ker aa
 < 4 Ža. Ža.s x g R axa s 0 is an ideal of R , and the quotient R s R rKer aa
is the local algebra of R at a.
Now, for any a g R, the right multiplication by a defines an epimor-
Ža. Ž . Žphism R “ Ra. The image of Ker a under this map is r a l Ra where
Ž . Ž . .r x and l x denote the right and left annihilators of x, respectively ,
Ž Ž . .which is an ideal of Ra. Thus, setting Ras Rar r a l Ra , we obtain an
isomorphism R ( Ra, and symmetrically, an isomorphism R ( aR, wherea a
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .aRs aRrl a l aR. Since r a l Ra resp. l a l aR is a trivial ideal of
Ž . Ž . ŽRa resp. aR , the algebra Ra resp. aR is PI if and only if so is Ra resp.
.aR . Thus we get that a is PI if, and only if, the local algebra R is PI, anda
Ž .the definition of PI R is left-right symmetric.
Ž .1.2. Let R be an associative algebra. We denote by PI R the set of PI
w x Ž .elements of R. It is shown in 29, 6.7 that the set PI R is an ideal of R.
We call this the PI-ideal of R. Because of the left-right symmetry of the
Ž . Ž .definition of PI R , it is clear that showing that PI R is an ideal is
equivalent to showing that if L , L are left ideals of R, and L and L1 2 1 2
Ž w x.are PI, then L q L is again PI see 29 .1 2
1.3. An associative algebra R is called strongly primiti¤e if it has
Ž .nonzero socle and is dense in an algebra of endomorphisms End M forD
a suitable right vector space M over a division PI-ring D. Equivalently, R
is prime and there is 0 / a g R such that Ra is simple PI. Moreover, in
Ž . Ž w x.this case a g Soc R see 30, 7.5.7 . Now, in a primitive algebra R, for
w x Ž .every a g R, the algebra Ra is primitive 30, 7.5.16 , hence if a g PI R ,
then Ra is primitive and PI, hence simple finite-dimensional by Kaplansky's
w x Ž . Ž .Theorem 30, 1.5.16 . Thus, in a primitive R, PI R : Soc R , and since
Ž .PI R is an ideal, the reverse containment follows from the minimality of
Ž . Ž .Soc R whenever PI R / 0, and in this case, R is strongly primitive.
Therefore we obtain that an associative algebra is strongly primitive if
and only if it is primitive and has nonzero PI-ideal, and in a strongly
primitive algebra the socle and the PI-ideal coincide.
Our next aim is to generalize some of the previous notions to associative
pairs and triple systems.
Ž q y.1.4. Let R s R , R be an associative pair. The choice of an ele-
ment a g Rs, for s s q or y, gives the F-module Rys a multiplication
Ž ys .Ža.x ? y s xay and defines a F-algebra R called the a-homotope of R.a
As for Jordan systems and associative algebras, the local algebra Rys of Ra
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Ž ys .Ža.at a is defined as the quotient of the a-homotope R by the ideal
 ys < 4Ker a s x g R axa s 0 . Local algebras of associative triple systems
are defined in a similar fashion by deleting the superscripts.
Inspired by the definition of PI-element for an associative algebra, we
say that an element a of an associative pair or triple is a PI-element if the
local algebra R at a satisfies a polynomial identity.a
Ž .For an associative triple system R we denote by PI R the set of
Ž q y. Ž .PI-elements. If R s R , R is an associative pair, we write PI R s
Ž Ž .q Ž .y. Ž .s sPI R , PI R , where PI R is the set of PI-elements of R .
1.5. Any associative triple system R is the odd part of a Z -graded2
Ž . Ž . Ž .associative algebra A R s A R q A R called its standard embedding.0 1
w x Ž .We refer to 26, p. 31 for the construction of A R . We will write xy for
Ž . Ž .the product of x, y g R s A R in A R .1
Using this construction it is easy to prove the main result of this section:
Ž . Ž .1.6. PROPOSITION. If R is an associati¤e system triple or pair then PI R
is an ideal of R.
Ž .Proof. Let R be a triple system and A R its standard embedding.
Then, it is easy to see that for any a g R, the local algebra R isa
Ž .isomorphic to the quotient of the left ideal Ra of A R by the trivial0
Ž . Ž .ideal of Ra r a l Ra. Thus a is PI if and only if Ra is PI, andAŽR.0
similarly, if and only if aR is PI.
Then it is clear that for any PI-element a and any r, s g R, rsa and ars
are again PI-elements. Also, for any r and s in R there is a homomor-
phism RŽ r as. “ RŽa. given by x ‹ sxr, whose kernel is contained in Ker ras,
hence if RŽa. is PI, so is R . Moreover, if a and b are PI-elements, thenr as
Ž .the left ideals Ra and Rb of A R are PI, hence their sum Ra q Rb is PI0
Ž .by 1.2, and so is R a q b : Ra q Rb. Thus a q b is a PI-element, and
Ž .PI R is an ideal.
If R is a pair, it suffices to apply the previous case to the polarized triple
q ysystem R [ R .
Ž Ž .. Ž .1.7. Remark. In general we have PI A R : PI R , but this is not1
known to be an equality.
2. POLYNOMIAL IDENTITIES IN JORDAN ALGEBRAS
WITH CAPACITY
Our purpose in this section is to relate the capacity of a Jordan algebra
with the degrees of the polynomial identities satisfied by it. The results of
this section will be instrumental in the sequel.
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2.1. LEMMA. Let J be a primiti¤e Jordan algebra. If J satisfies an identity
Ž .of degree n, then it has capacity k J F n.
Proof. That J has capacity and is simple follows from 0.11. Simple
w xalgebras with capacity are described in 14 , so to verify the bound on the
capacity we consider separately the different possibilities for J. First notice
that we can suppose that the identity is multilinear, since it is well known
Ž w x.see 38 that any Jordan algebra satisfying an identity of degree n
satisfies a multilinear identity of degree at most n.
Ž .If J is clifford, k J F 2 and the degree n of any identity of J is at least
Ž .2, hence k J F n.
If J is an Albert algebra, then J has no identity of degree 2, since the
Ž .only multilinear identity of degree 2 is x( y s 0. Thus, n G 3 G k J .
Ž .Next, if J s H A, ) is an ample Jordan algebra of symmetric elements0
of a )-simple associative algebra A with involution ), then A has a
Ž w x.)-identity of degree n. By a theorem of Amitsur see 30 , A has an
Ž .ordinary identity of degree 2n. By a theorem of Amitsur and Kaplansky,
a simple algebra satisfying an identity of degree d has at most dr2
orthogonal idempotents, and since either A is simple or a direct sum of
two simple algebras, it has at most 2nr2 s n orthogonal symmetric
Ž .idempotents, hence k J F n.
2.2. To complete a round trip, from polynomial identities to capacity
and back, we would need a fixed polynomial identity valid in all algebras of
a given capacity. A rapid glance reveals, however, that division algebras
obstruct the way. The natural restriction then is that the Jordan algebra is
split in the sense that the Peirce-2-space of any division idempotent is a
field.
Thus, we want to attach to every positive integer n a fixed Jordan
identity holding in all split simple algebras with capacity n. We choose the
polynomial
s
s Ž1. s Žmq1.F x , y , z s y1 V ??? V z .Ž . Ž .Ým x , y x , y
sgSmq1
Ž .Ž .of degree m q 2 m q 3 r2.
w xThis is an essential polynomial in the free Jordan algebra FJ x, y, z
since, when evaluated in the free associative algebra generated by x, y, z,
it contains the monomial xyx2 y ??? x mq 1 yz with coefficient 1. These poly-
w xnomials are obviously related to the inner Capelli polynomials of 28, 27 .
2.3. Remark. Since F is alternating on the powers x, x 2, . . . , x Žmq1.,m
this polynomial vanishes whenever x Žmq1. is a linear combination of
x, . . . , x m. In particular all F with m G m are identities of any Jordanm 0
Žalgebra J if it is algebraic of bounded degree m i.e., any element from J0
.satisfies a monic polynomial of degree at most m over F .0
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2.4. LEMMA. Let J be a simple Jordan algebra of finite capacity o¤er a
< <large algebraically closed field V: V ) dim J q 2. Then J satisfies F forV m
Ž .all m G k J .
w xProof. By Amitsur's cardinality trick 14, 4.5.9 , V equals the centroid
Ž . w xG J of J, and the only division algebra contained in J is V. Then, by 25 ,
J is one of the following algebras:
Ž .I Hermitian algebras,n
Ž .qJ s M V .n
Ž Ž . . U t rJ s H M V , ) , with transpose involution x s x ,n
Ž Ž . .J s H M V , ) , with symplectic involution.2 n
Ž . Ž .II Clifford algebras J Q, 1 , for a nondegenerate quadratic form
Q on a vector space of dimension at least 3.
Ž . Ž .III Split Albert algebras H C over the split octonions C.3
All these algebras have capacity n and are generically algebraic of
Ž w x. Ž .degree n see 14 , so they satisfy F for m G n s k J .m
Ä ÄLet J be a Jordan F-algebra and J be a Jordan F-algebra. We say that
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄŽJ is a form of J if F is a F-algebra, J : J, and J s F J i.e., J is spanned
Ä .as a F-module by J .
Ä2.5. LEMMA. Let J : J be simple Jordan algebras with capacity. Suppose
Äthat J is a form of J and that for some nonzero a g J, the local algebra Ja
ÄŽ . Ž .satisfies an identity of degree n. Then k J F nk J .
Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž .Proof. Consider the Jordan pairs V s J, J and V s J, J . Take strong
Ä Ä 4 w xframes F s e , . . . , e of V and F of V. Then, by 17, Theorem 2 , there1 r
Ä Ä Ä Äis an elementary automorphism f of V and a partition F s F j . . . j F1 r
ÄŽ .  < 4such that f e f Ý e e g F for i s 1, . . . , r, where f means that thei i
corresponding idempotents are associated, i.e., they share the same 2-space
in their Peirce decomposition.
w xNext, since V is regular 19, Theorem 1 , we can complete a to an
Ž . w xidempotent e s a, b of V, and, again by 17, Theorem 2 , there is an
Ž . Želementary automorphism c of V such that c e f e q ??? qe up to a1 s
.reordering of the indexes with s F r. Notice that c can be considered as
Äan automorphism of V.
Since V is simple, any two idempotents e and e are connected, andi j
Žtherefore they are conjugated by an elementary automorphism of V e q2 i
. w xe , hence of V 17, Proposition 1 . Thus they are conjugated under anj
Ä ÄŽ Ž .elementary automorphism of V. Therefore, k V e is independent of i.2 i
Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ Ž .. Ž Ž Ž .. Ž . < < Ž Ž .. Ž .Now, k V e s k V f e . Thus k J s F k V e s k J2 i 2 i 2 1
Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž Ž ... Ž Ž ..k V e . On the other hand, k V e s k V c e s sk V e , hence2 1 2 2 2 1
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Ä ÄŽ Ž .. Ž Ž ..k V e G k V e since s G 1. Therefore we obtain the inequality2 2 1
Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž Ž ..k J F k J k V e .2
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Now, V e s J , J by 0.4, hence k V e s k J , and k J F2 a a 2 a
ÄŽ . Ž .k J k J .a
ŽFinally, since J satisfies an identity of degree n which we can assumea
Ä Ä Ä.to be multilinear , and J s F J is a form of J , the algebra J alsoa a a a
ÄŽ .satisfies an identity of degree n. Thus, by Lemma 2.1, k J F n, hence wea
ÄŽ . Ž .arrive at the inequality k J F k J n.
2.6. PROPOSITION. Let J be a simple unital Jordan algebra and suppose
that some nonzero local algebra J is PI of degree n. Then J has capacity, anda
Ž .all isotopes of J satisfy the identity F for all m G nk J .m
w xProof. By 25, 4.3 we can construct a tight unital scalar extension
Ä Ä ÄŽ .J s V J of J over a large algebraically closed field V s G J , as in Lemma
Ä Ä2.4, so J is a form of J. Notice that J is primitive since it is unital and
Äsimple by tightness of the containment J : J.
ÄSince J is a PI-algebra, J is also a PI-algebra, and it is primitivea a
Ž .because primitivity is inherited by local algebras 0.9 . Thus it is simple
Ä Ä ÄŽ .with nonzero socle by 0.11, and the socle lifts to J by 0.6. Then J s Soc J
Ä Ä Žby simplicity of J, and J has capacity since it is unital see Corollary to
Ä Äw x. Ž .Theorem 3 of 17 . By 2.4, J satisfies F for all m G k J . Then so doesm
J, hence by 0.11, J has capacity.
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .Applying Lemma 2.5 to J and J, we get k J F nk J . Moreover, since
Äall isotopes have the same capacity, J and all its isotopes satisfy F for allm
ÄŽ . Ž .m G nk J G k J by Lemma 2.4. Hence J and all its isotopes satisfy Fm
Ž .for all m G nk J .
The next result generalizes this lemma giving identities not only in the
Ž .isotopes, but in all homotopes of the algebra. We denote G x, y, z sm
Ž .3F x, y, z .m
2.7. THEOREM. Let J be a Jordan algebra.
Ž .i If J is simple and unital, and for some 0 / a g J the local algebra
J satisfies an identity of degree n, then J has capacity and all its local algebrasa
Ž . Ž .satisfy F x, y, z for all m G nk J ; hence e¤ery homotope satisfiesm
Ž . Ž . Ž .G x, y, z for all m G nk J . Moreo¤er, if a s 1, J satisfies G t; x, y, zm m
Ž .for all m G n see 0.12 .
Ž .ii If J has a PI of degree n, then there is a k G 3 such that J satisfies
kŽ .the homotope-PI F t; x, y, z for all m G n.m
Ž .Proof. i By Lemma 2.6, J and all its isotopes satisfy F for allm
Ž . Ž¤ .m G nk J . Now, if 0 / b g J, b is an idempotent in some isotope J of
w xJ by Lemma 6 of 11 . Thus we can assume that b is idempotent, and then
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Ž .J is isomorphic to the Peirce space J b , which is a subalgebra of J, andb 2
Ž .therefore it satisfies the same identities as J, and in particular, F x, y, zm
Ž . Žb. Žb. Žb.for all m G nk J . Now U Ker b s 0 in the homotope J , hence JKer b
Ž . Ž .satisfies G x, y, z for all m G nk J .m
ÄIf a s 1, then, in the proof of Lemma 2.5, J satisfies an identity of
ÄŽ .degree n, hence k J F n by Lemma 2.1. The proof of Lemma 2.6 then
gives m G n.
Ž . w xii We follow the proof of Lemma 4 of 37 . If J is strongly prime,
y1 w xthen the central closure G J of J is simple with capacity by 7 . Since it
Ž .has a PI of degree n, it satisfies the homotope-PI G t; x, y, z sm
3Ž . Ž .F t; x, y, z for all m G n by i .m
Next, if J is nondegenerate, then it is a subdirect sum of strongly prime
w xalgebras 31, 23 , and all of them inherit the polynomial identities of J,
3Ž .hence they satisfy F t; x, y, z for all m G n by the previous case.m
Finally, take FJ the free algebra on a countable set of generators X in
the variety generated by J and let M be the McCrimmon radical of FJ.
Ž . Ž .Then FJrM satisfies G t; x, y, z for all m G n, hence G t; x, y, z g Mm m
Ž .where x, y, z, t g X . Now M is properly nil, hence some homotope
Ž .Žk , t . Ž .Žk , t . Ž kq3.Ž t .power G t; x, y, z vanishes. Then G t; x, y, z s F is anm m m
identity of J for all m G n.
3. PI-ELEMENTS OF JORDAN SYSTEMS
In this section we extend the Definition 1.1 of PI-element to Jordan
systems, and begin our study of the set of PI-elements.
Ž3.1. We call an element a of a Jordan system algebra, pair or triple
.system a PI-element if the local algebra at a is a PI-algebra. For a Jordan
algebra or triple system T , the set of PI-elements of T will be denoted
Ž . Ž s .PI T . If V is a Jordan pair, we put PI V for the set of PI-elements of
s Ž . Ž Ž q. Ž y..V , s s ", and PI V s PI V , PI V .
In the next subsections we describe some of the properties of the set of
PI-elements of a Jordan system. Although we deal with Jordan pairs, the
extension of the results to triple systems and algebras is straightforward.
Ž .We begin with the structural invariance of PI V . Recall that a struc-
Ž .tural transformation f , g : V | W, between Jordan pairs V and W, is a
pair of mappings f : Vq“ Wq and g : Wy“ Vy satisfying Q s fQ gf Ž x . x
for all x g Vq, and Q s gQ f for all y g Wy. In particular,g Ž y . y
Ž . o p Ž .Q , Q : V | V , and B , B : V | V are structural transforma-y y x, y y, x
tions for all x g Vq and all y g Vy.
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Ž .3.2. LEMMA. Let f , g : V | W be a structural transformation between
Jordan pairs.
Ž . q ya For any a g V , the local W is isomorphic to a quotient of af Ža.
subalgebra of Vy.a
Ž . y yb If h is an identity of V , then h is also an identity of W . Ina f Ža.
Ž Ž q.. Ž q.particular, f PI V : PI W .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. a Since gQ Q y s gQ fQ g y s Q Q g y for any x, yx f Ža. x a g Ž x . a
y Ž y.Ž f Ža.. Ž y.Ža. f Ža.g W , the maps g : W “ V and g s p g : W “ V areÄ a
Ž .homomorphism of algebras. Now, if g x g Ker a, then Q x sV f Ža.
Ž . Ž . Ž .fQ g x s 0, and Q Q f a s fQ gQ f a s fQ Q a s 0. Thereforea f Ža. x a x a g Ž x .
 y< Ž . 4 Ž .Ker g s x g W g x g Ker a : Ker f a , and we get an epimorphismÄ W
Ž f Ža.. y Ž . f Ža.W rKer g “ W . Then a follows since W rKer g ( Im g is aÄ Ä Äf Ža.
subalgebra of Vy.a
Ž . Ž .b This is straightforward from a .
Ž .In our next stability property of PI V we use the results of Section 2.
Ž .s3.3. LEMMA. Let V be Jordan pair. If a g PI V , s s ", then the inner
Ž . ys Ž .sideal a s Fa q Q V generated by a is contained in PI V .a
Proof. Moving to the opposite pair if necessary, we can suppose s s q.
Ãy Ža.Ž .Recall the notations of 0.5: consider the free unital hull V s F1 qa
y Ža. Ãy Ãy Ža. yŽ . Ž . yV , the quotient V s V rKer a, and the local algebra V ,a V a
Ãy y Ž .which is an ideal of V . Take c s la q Q d g Fa q Q V s a , leta a a
y Ž¤ . y y Ž¤ .ÃŽ . Ž .¤ s l1 q d, and write V for the ideal V of V . Then, by 0.5a a a a
y yŽ .there is an epimorphism V “ V .a ¤ c
ÃyNow, it is easy to see that V is a PI-algebra since it is the unital hull ofa
y Ž w x.the PI-algebra V see 7, p. 533 . From Proposition 2.7 it then followsa
y Ž¤ . y qŽ . Ž .that V and hence V is PI, and thus c g PI V .a c
Structural invariance 3.2 together with inner invariance 3.3 is very close
to begin an ideal, as our next result reveals.
3.4. COROLLARY. The set I of all finite sums of PI-elements is an ideal
of V.
Proof. For any x g V s and y g Vys , D s Id y B q Q Q is ax, y x, y x y
sum of structural transformations, hence I is outer-invariant by 3.2:
 4 Ž s .Q I : I and V, V, I : I; it is inner since for a g PI V ,V i
Q Vys : Q Vys q D ys a : I ,Ý ÝÝa a a , V ji i i
i i-j
by 3.2 and 3.3.
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Ž .Thus, to show that PI V is an ideal of V, we only have to show that the
sum of PI-elements is again a PI-element. We will do this for nondegener-
Ž .ate pairs and the other types of Jordan systems through a semiprimitive
embedding. For that we will make use of some information on primitive
systems with nonzero PI-elements.
4. RATIONALLY PRIMITIVE JORDAN SYSTEMS
As seen in 1.3, strongly primitive associative algebras can be character-
ized as primitive algebras having nonzero PI-elements. Our aim in this
section is the study of the Jordan analogue of this, and to prove that these
systems have nonzero socle equalling the set of PI-elements, as it happens
in the associative case.
4.1. A Jordan system will be called rationally primiti¤e if it is primitive
and has a nonzero PI-element.
We have not adopted the associative name of ``strongly primitive'' for
these systems, since this would interfere with the general use of the word
``strongly'' in Jordan theory for `` . . . and nondegenerate.'' The term
``rational'' is borrowed from algebraic group theory, where it applies to
actions that give rise to locally finite dimensional comodules, and here it is
meant to suggest local finite-dimensionality, but avoiding the use of the
term ``local'' in the sense of finitely generated because it would interfere
with its use for local algebras.
We will be interested in strongly prime Jordan systems with nonzero
socle. To be able to extend our arguments from pairs to triples, we first
make some remarks on the relation between triple systems and pairs.
Ž s .4.2. LEMMA. Let V be a Jordan Pair. If a g PI V , s s ", thens
Ž Ž ..a [ a g PI T V .q y
Proof. The local algebra at a [ a is just Vq [ Vy, a direct productq y a ay q
of two PI-algebras, so it suffices to show that the direct product of two
Jordan PI-algebras is always a PI-algebra. Suppose then that J and J1 2
w xare Jordan PI-algebras. Take monic polynomials f g SFJ X , the freei
Ž .special Jordan algebra on a countably infinite set X, such that f J s 0.i i
ŽThen U f is a nonzero monic Jordan polynomial since the free associa-f 21
.tive algebra on X is a domain , and it vanishes on J [ J .1 2
Ž .4.3. LEMMA. Let T be a strongly prime triple system, and W s V T rI s
Ž q y. Ž .TrI , TrI a tight double of T cf. 0.2 . Denote by p the projection ontos
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s Ž . q yTrI , s s ", and let t : T “ T W s W [ W be the monomorphism
Ž . Ž . Ž .t x s p x [ p x . Then, for s s ",q y
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž s .a p Soc T s Soc W ,s
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž s .b p PI T : PI W ,s
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž s . Ž s .c p Soc T l PI T s Soc W l PI W .s
Moreo¤er, if I / 0, then
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..d t Soc T s Soc T W , and
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ... Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..e t Soc T l PI T s Soc T W l PI T W .
Proof. For any a g T , the map p induces an epimorphism T “ Wys .s a p Ža.s
Ž . Ž . Ž .This gives b , and containments : in a and c by 0.7. Moreover, that
Ž . Ž .mapping is an isomorphism if I s 0, whence the equalities of a and c
follow in this case.
Ä y qThus we can assume that I / 0. Then the ideal I s I [ I : T is
ÄŽ . Ž .nonzero and is mapped isomorphically onto the ideal t I of T W by t .
Ž .On the other hand, the socle is the smallest ideal both in T and T W by
Ä Äw x Ž . Ž . Ž .strong primeness 16 , hence Soc T s Soc T l I s Soc I and
Ä ÄŽ Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..Soc T W s Soc T W l t I s Soc t I . Therefore t induces an iso-
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .morphism Soc T ( Soc T W . This obviously implies d , and therefore
Ž .a .
Ž Ž .. Ž s . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Now, since p PI T : PI W by b , t PI T : PI T W by Lemmas
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .4.2, hence t Soc T l PI T : Soc T W l PI T W by d .
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .Conversely, if a g Soc T W l PI T W , then there is b g Soc T
Ž . Ž . Ž .such that t b s a by d , and T is a subalgebra of the PI-algebra T W .b a
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..Hence Soc T W l PI T W : t Soc T l PI T .
4.4. PROPOSITION. Let J be a strongly prime Jordan system with nonzero
socle. Then:
Ž . Ži J is primiti¤e at each element of the socle if J is a pair or a triple
.system .
Ž .ii If J is an algebra or pair, then each local algebra is primiti¤e with
nonzero socle.
Ž .iii If J is a triple system, then each local algebra is either primiti¤e with
nonzero socle, or a subdirect sum of two primiti¤e algebras with nonzero socle.
Ž .Proof. i For Jordan pairs and triples the argument is the same as in
w x4, 3.5 , taking into account that local algebras at elements of the socle
w xhave unit element by 0.7 and that the socle is simple by 16 .
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .If J is a Jordan algebra let J be a tight unital hull. Then Soc J : Soc J
Ã Ž w x. Ž .since J is an ideal of J see 16 . Now, if a g Soc J , then a is an
ÃŽ¤ . w xidempotent in some isotope J by Lemma 6 of 11 . Then it is easy to see
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ÃŽ¤ . Ã ÃŽ . Ž .that the Peirce-0-space J a is a primitizer of J since a g Soc J , which0
ÃŽ .is a minimal ideal the heart of J . Thus J is primitive, and J is primitive
w xby 13 .
Ž .We prove ii in the case where J s V is a Jordan pair. The same
argument works for Jordan algebras.
Take an element a g V s and denote by p the corresponding projection
ys Ž . Ž Ž s ..onto V . If p x has U p Soc V s 0, thena pŽ x .
0 s Q U Ža. Soc Vys s Q Q Q Soc Vys s Q Soc Vys ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .a x a x a Q xa
Ž . w x Ž .hence Q x belongs to the annihilator of Soc V 22 . Since Soc V / 0a
Ž .and V is strongly prime, this yields Q x s 0, hence p x s 0. This showsa
Ž Ž ys .. ys Ž ys .that p Soc V is essential in V , hence Soc V is essential anda a
ys Ž .simple by 0.6, and therefore V by i is primitive with nonzero socle.a
Ž .iii Let T be a strongly prime Jordan triple system with nonzero socle.
Following the notation of 4.3, for any a g T , T is a subdirect sum ofa
Wq and Wy .p Ža. p Ža.y q
Ž .Now T is primitive by i , and W is primitive by pair-tightness over T
Ž Ž . w x. Ž .see Lemma 5.2 ii or 4 , and it has nonzero socle by 4.3 a , so the result
Ž .follows from ii and the subdirect decomposition of T .a
Ž . w xWe remark that the assertion i follows directly from the results of 5 .
Ž .However, those results make implicit use of the strong classification
w xtheorems for pairs and triple systems of 34, 3 , and we wanted to make our
results independent from them, and in particular from the special-excep-
w x Žtional dichotomy for pairs and triples 34 . In addition, some of our results
w x .below overlap with those of 3 .
4.5. THEOREM. If V is a Jordan pair, the following are equi¤alent:
Ž .a V is rationally primiti¤e.
Ž . Ž . Ž .b V is strongly prime and Soc V s PI V / 0.
Ž .c V is strongly prime and the local algebra at some nonzero element
from V is a simple unital PI-algebra.
Ž .In particular, PI V is always an ideal if V is primiti¤e.
Ž . Ž .Proof. a « b . The pair V is primitive at some element a, and by
considering the opposite pair if necessary, we can suppose that a belongs
q Ž .to V . Now, since PI V / 0, by 3.4 there is a nonzero ideal I such that
any element of I s, s s " is a sum of PI-elements. On the other hand,
y w xQ I / 0, since V is strongly prime by 4, 3.7 , hence there is a PI-elementa
b g Vy such that Q b is nonzero, and this is again a PI-element by 3.2.a
y yŽ .Now by 0.5, there is an isomorphism between V and V , whereQ b a ba
yb s b q Ker a. Therefore, the latter is PI since the first is. Moreover, Va
y yŽ . Ž .is primitive by 0.10, hence V is primitive by 0.9. Thus V is primitivea b a b
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yŽ .and PI, hence it is simple with capacity by 0.11. In particular, V hasa b
nonzero socle, hence Vy has nonzero socle by 0.6, and V itself hasa
Ž .nonzero socle again by 0.6. Taking into account 4.4 i , the same argument
as above shows that for any element c of the socle, the algebra Vys isc
primitive with a local PI-algebra, and since it has the capacity by 0.7, it is
Ž . Ž .PI by 2.6. Therefore 0 / Soc V : PI V .
Reciprocally, if c g V s is PI, then Vys is primitive with nonzero soclec
Ž .by 4.4 ii , and it is PI, hence it has capacity by 0.11, and c belongs to the
Ž . Ž .socle by 0.7. Thus PI V : Soc V .
Ž . Ž .b « c . Any a in the socle has a PI-local algebra with capacity by 0.7,
hence simple PI by 0.11.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c « a . This follows directly from 4.4 i since Soc V / 0 by the usual
inheritance 0.6.
4.6. THEOREM. Let T be a Jordan algebra or a Jordan triple system. The
following are equi¤alent
Ž .a T is rationally primiti¤e,
Ž . Ž . Ž .b T is strongly prime and Soc T s PI T / 0,
Ž .c T is strongly prime and the local algebra at some nonzero element is
a simple unital PI-algebra.
Proof. The same argument as in 4.5 works for Jordan algebras, while
for Jordan triple systems the problem is the local inheritance of primitivity.
We move to a tight double to be able to use the pair result.
Ž .If T is a triple system with a tight double W notation as in Lemma 4.3 ,
Ž w x.then T is primitive if and only if W is primitive Lemma 5.2 of 4 , and in
Ž . Ž .this case PI T is nonzero if and only if PI W is nonzero. Indeed, the
Ž . Ž .``only if'' follows from 4.3 b , while the ``if'' follows from 4.3 c after
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .noticing that PI W s Soc W by 4.5. Thus a for T is equivalent to a of
4.5 for W.
Ž . Ž .Let us see next that b is equivalent to b of 4.5 for W. First T is
Ž . Ž .strongly prime if and only if W is strongly prime. Now, if Soc T s PI T
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž ./ 0, then PI W / 0 by 4.3 b , and Soc W / 0 by 4.3 a . Hence Soc W
Ž . Ž . Ž .s PI W / 0 by Theorem 4.5. Conversely, if W has Soc W s PI W / 0,
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..suppose first that W s T , T is tight. Then Soc W s Soc T , Soc T
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .and PI W s PI T , PI T , hence Soc T s PI T . If T , T is not tight,
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..then t Soc T l PI T s Soc T W l PI T W by 4.3 e s
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Soc T W since Soc W s PI W s t Soc T by 4.3 d . Hence
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Soc T l PI T s Soc T , and Soc T : PI T . On the other hand,
Ž Ž .. Ž s . Ž Ž .. Ž s . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..p PI T : PI W by 4.3 b s Soc W , hence t PI T : Soc T Ws
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .s t Soc T , and PI T : Soc T .
Ž . Ž .Finally, c is equivalent to c of 4.5. Indeed, this is obvious if W is tight,
so if it is not tight, and Wy is simple PI, then a belongs to the socle ofa qq
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Ž .W, hence by 4.3 e there is b g T with b s a and b s 0, so the localq q y
algebra of T at b is just Wy.aq
With these equivalences, the theorem follows by applying 4.5 to W.
Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 show, in particular, that the set of PI-elements is
Ž .an ideal equal to the socle, if it is nonzero in primitive Jordan systems.
We will extend this result to nondegenerate systems in the next section,
and by the results of Section 3, we only need to show that the sum of two
PI-elements is again a PI-element. This is of course true for primitive
systems, but we will need more detailed information.
4.7. LEMMA. Let V be a rationally primiti¤e Jordan pair, and let n be the0
minimum of the degrees of the identities satisfied by the nonzero local
PI-algebras of V. Then,
Ž . Ž s . ysi for each element a g Soc V , the local algebra V satisfies thea
Ž .ŽŽ .Ž . .identities F of 2.2 for all m G rk a n q 2 n q 3 r2 .m 0 0
Ž . ys ysii if the local algebras V and V satisfy identities of degrees na b a
1ys Ž .Žand n , respecti¤ely, then V satisfies F for all m G n q n n qb aqb m a b a2
.Ž .2 n q 3 .a
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i Argue as in the proof of a « b of 4.5. Using that notation,
we found a nonzero c s Q b g Q Iy for the nonzero ideal I spanned bya a
PI-elements and lifted a polynomial identity from Vy to Vy by using thec a
results of Section 2. Now, if Vy has an identity of degree n , then Vyc c a
Ž . ysatisfies F for all m G n k V by Proposition 2.6 since V is simple withm c a a
Ž . Ž .capacity, and k V s rk a will give the result as soon as we can choose ca
Ž .Ž .satisfying an identity of degree n q 2 n q 3 r2.0 0
To do that, first choose b satisfying an identity of degree n . Then the0
Ž .local algebra at any element from the inner ideal b satisfies F form
Ž . Ž ym G n by Proposition 2.7 i since V is simple and unital with a PI of0 b
. Ž . Ž .degree n . Now, the ideal generated by b is M b , where M is the0 V V
Žs ys smultiplication algebra of V, generated by all F Id, Q , and D seeV V , V
w x.24, Theorem 2.8 , and therefore its elements are sums of elements of the
Ž . Ž X . o pform N k for structural transformations N, N : V | V or V , and
Ž .elements k of b , and these satisfy the same identities as the element k
Ž .Žby 3.2. Thus, they satisfy an identity of degree deg F s n q 2 n qn 0 00
.3 r2. Since Q I / 0 by strong primeness, we can take one of thesea
elements b with c s Q b / 0.a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii This follows from i and Lemma 2.1 since rk a q b F rk a q
Ž . w xrk b by Proposition 3 of 18 , and n F n .0 a
We remark that the bounds on the degrees of the identities of 4.7 are
not the best possible, even for the rather big polynomials F . A morem
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Ž . Ž .careful analysis would reveal that m G n rk a is enough in i , and0
Ž .2 Ž .therefore, the nicer inequality m G n q n suffices in ii .a b
4.8. Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 should be considered in some sense as the
Ž w x.Jordan analogues of Amitsur's theorem see 30, 7.2.9 , and therefore as a
Žfirst step in a theory of generalized identities in Jordan systems here
.substituted by the presence of PI-elements . The corresponding statement
w xin PI-theory is Kaplansky's theorem 30, 1.5.16 , which has the analogue
0.11 for Jordan algebras. With respect to pairs and triples, the work of
D'Amour and McCrimmon suggests that the right definition of polynomial
identity is that of homotope polynomial identity. For these we can also
prove an analogue of Kaplansky's theorem based on the results of this
section and combine the following lemma with the fact that PIs provide
Ža bound for the capacity. The argument was used by D'Amour and
w x .McCrimmon, cf. Proposition 7.2 of 3 .
4.9. LEMMA. Let J be a strongly prime Jordan pair or triple system equal to
its socle. If there is a uniform bound for ranks of the elements from J, then J is
simple with capacity.
Proof. We can argue for Jordan pairs and derive the result for triple
systems by using tight doubles, and for pairs the result is straightforward
Žfrom Loos' analogue for Jordan pairs of Littof's Theorem Theorem 3 of
w x.16 .
Ž .4.10. THEOREM. Let J be a primiti¤e Jordan system pair or triple system .
Ž .i If the local algebra at each element of J is PI, then J is simple, equal
to its socle.
Ž .ii If J satisfies a homotope-PI, then J is simple with capacity.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Part i is straightforward from Theorems 4.5 and 4.6, while ii
Ž .follows from i and Lemma 4.9, taking into account that all local algebras
satisfy a given PI, hence their capacities are bounded by the degree of that
polynomial by Lemma 2.1, and this is a common bound for the ranks of the
elements by 0.7.
5. THE PI-IDEAL OF A JORDAN SYSTEM
In this section we prove that the set of PI-elements of a nondegenerate
Jordan system is an ideal, thus generalizing the situation encountered for
associative systems.
We begin with semiprimitive pairs.
Ž .5.1. LEMMA. If V is a semiprimiti¤e pair, PI V is an ideal of V.
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Proof. As noted before, we only need to prove that the sum of
PI-elements is again a PI-element. We reduce the problem to primitive
pairs.
w x Ž w x.By Theorem 8 of 35 see also Lemma 7 of 34 , V is a subdirect
product of its primitive images V . Then, for any a g V s, Vys is ai a
Ž ys .subdirect product of the local algebras V , where a is the image of ai a ii
Ž s . ys ysin V . In particular, if a, b g PI V , and V and V satisfy identities ofi a b
Ž ys . Ž ys .degrees n and n , respectively, then so do V and V for all i.a b i a i bi i
Ž ys . Ž ys .Then, by Lemma 4.7, each V s V satisfies the polyno-i a qb i Žaqb.i i i1Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .mial F where m a, b s n q n n q 2 n q 3 .mŽa, b. a b a a2
ys Ž ys .Now, V is a subdirect product of the algebras V , andaqb i Žaqb. i
Ž .therefore it satisfies F too. Thus a q b is again PI, and PI V is anmŽa, b.
ideal.
We will extend this result to nondegenerate pairs through a semiprimi-
w xtive embedding. To construct that we will use the results 21 of Martindale
and McCrimmon.
Ž .5.2. Let J be a Jordan system algebra, pair, or triple system . Follow-
‘w x Ž .ing 21 we denote by Seq J the direct power Ł J and set J s1
Ž w x.w xSeq J t t , where t , t are polynomial variables and J contains an1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .isomorphic copy of J. We write E J s JrJac J and call this the Martin-
w xdale]McCrimmon embedding of J. It is proved in 21 that if J is a
nondegenerate Jordan algebra, J imbeds in J. In general, we will show
that this is in fact an embedding for all three kinds of nondegenerate
Ž .Jordan systems. We denote by a the image of a g J in E J under theÄ
Ž . Ž .map J : J “ JrJac J s E J .
5.3. LEMMA. Let J be a Jordan system. If J is nondegenerate, then J
Ž .imbeds in E J .
Proof. Clearly it is enough to prove it for Jordan pairs, since semiprimi-
tivity and nondegeneracy interact well with the functors T and V.
yw x w xy Ž y. Ž .yThere are isomorphisms W t ( W t and Seq W ( Seq W forb b b b
any Jordan pair W and any b g Wq. These induce a natural isomorphism
y y qV ( V , for any a g V , and since the Jacobson radical commutes witha aÄ
w xthe passage to subquotients by 20, 3.1 , we obtain a natural isomorphism
Ž .y Ž y.E V ( E V .a aÄ
y Ž y. w xThus a s 0 implies a s 0, since V embeds in E V by 21, 2.2 , andÄ a a
y Ž .the same argument applies if a g V . Therefore V “ E V is injective.
Ž .5.4. THEOREM. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan system. Then PI J is an
ideal of J.
Ž q y.Proof. We prove this first for a Jordan pair J s V s V , V . Take
Ž .the Martindale]McCrimmon embedding E V of V. As noted in the proof
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s Ž .ysof 5.3, for every a g V , E V is the Martindale]McCrimmon embed-a
ding of Vys , so it has the same strict identities as Vys . So, in particular,a a
Ž s . Ž Ž .s . Ž . Ž Ž ..a g PI V if and only if a g PI E V . Therefore, PI V s PI E V l
Ž Ž .. Ž .V is an ideal of V since PI E V is an ideal of E V by Lemma 5.1.
If J is a Jordan triple system or a Jordan algebra, then the result follows
Ž .by applying the previous case to V J , which is again nondegenerate.
6. SOME ADDITIONAL RESULTS
6.1. In this section we prove two results on the PI-ideal of a Jordan
system. First we deal with radicals under the presence of PI-elements, and
second, we compare PI-ideals of special systems and their envelopes.
Ž .We denote the nil-radical of a Jordan algebra J by Nil J . The McCrim-
mon radical and the properly-nil radical of a Jordan system J will be
Ž . Ž .denoted by Mc J and PNil J , respectively.
Ž . Ž .6.2. THEOREM. If J is a Jordan PI-algebra, then Mc J s Nil J .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Clearly, Mc J : Nil J . For the reverse containment we can
factor out the McCrimmon radical of J and assume that J is nondegener-
w xate. Then J is a subdirect product of strongly prime images J 31 , anda
Ž .the image N of Nil J is a nil-ideal of J .a a
w xNow, J is a strongly prime PI-algebra, hence by Theorem 1.1 of 7 ,a
Gy1 J is simple and unital, where G is the centroid of J . Thus the ideala a a a
Gy1 G N of Gy1 J is zero or the whole algebra.a a a a a
In the latter case there are elements g , d of G , and z of N such thati a i a
1 s Ýgy1d z . Set b s g1 s Ýd z . Then b g J , so we havei i i i a
U b s ÝU d 2 b q U d d b g N .Ž . Ž .Ýb z i z , z i j ai i i
i-j
Ž .n 3nThus, there is an integer n such that 0 s U b s b , and this isb
impossible since b belongs to G 1, and G is an integral domain bya a
Ž .primeness of J . Therefore N s 0 for all a , and this implies Nil J s 0.a a
6.3. THEOREM. Let J be a Jordan system.
Ž . Ž . Ž .a If J is nondegenerate, then PNil J l PI J s 0.
Ž . Ž . Ž .b If J satisfies a homotope-PI, then Mc J s PNil J .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. a If a g PNil J l PI J , then the local algebra of J at a is
nil and PI. By Theorem 6.2 it is McCrimmon radical, but since J is
Ž w x.nondegenerate, so are its local algebras see 2 , hence a s 0.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .b Mc J : PNil J is always true, and the reverse containment
Ž .follows by factoring out the McCrimmon radical and applying a .
In our next results we study the relation between the PI-ideal of a
special Jordan system and the PI-ideal of its )-tight associative envelopes.
Ž . Žq.6.4. LEMMA. a Let A be an associati¤e algebra. If A is PI, then A is a
Jordan PI-algebra.
Ž .b Let J be a special Jordan system with associati¤e )-en¤elope R.
Ž . Ž .Then PI R l J : PI J .
Ž . Žq.Proof. a If A is a PI-associative algebra, then A is always a
PI-algebra. Indeed, if it is simple, it is finite-dimensional, hence it satisfies
some polynomial F of the ones described in Section 2. The semiprimem
case can be reduced to the prime case by a subdirect product argument,
and this to the simple case by the Posner]Rowen theorem. Finally, this
implies that a general A satisfies some power F k by Amitsur's argumentm
w x30, 1.6.38 .
Ž . Ž .b We have J ; H R, ) , so if a g J, R has an induced involutiona
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .) and J is isomorphic to a subalgebra of H R , ) since Ker a l Ja a R
. Žq.s Ker a , hence of the Jordan algebra R obtained from R . If, inJ a a
Ž . Ž .addition, a g PI R , then R is a PI-algebra, so it follows from a thata
Žq.R is a Jordan PI-algebra.a
In general we will not have equality in Lemma 6.4, as is shown by the
example of the Jordan algebra of a nondegenerate quadratic form on an
infinite-dimensional vector space, which is a PI-algebra, hence its unit
element belongs to the PI-ideal, but it does not belong to the PI-ideal of
any associative envelope. Thus, to have that equality we must impose more
stringent conditions.
w xRecall 25 that a prime nondegenerate special Jordan algebra J is
Ž .called hermitian if there is a nonzero hermitial ideal H X of the free
w x Ž . Žspecial Jordan algebra SJ X which does not vanish on J, H J / 0 see
w x .25 for definitions .
6.5. THEOREM. Let J be a strongly prime special Jordan algebra, and R a
Ž . Ž .)-tight associati¤e en¤elope of J. If J is hermitian, then PI J s PI R l J.
Ž . Ž .Proof. We already have PI R l J : PI R by 6.4. Let us prove the
reverse inclusion.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Take a g PI J . Suppose that H J / 0, where H X is a hermitian
w x Ž .Ž1. Ž . Ž .ideal of SJ X , and set I s H J s U H J , the derived ideal of H J .H Ž J .
Denote by S the subalgebra of J generated by I and the element a, by A
the subalgebra of R generated by S, and by B the subalgebra of R
w x Ž .generated by I. It is shown in 8 that S s H A, ) is ample in the set of0
symmetric elements of A, and that S is strongly prime. Moreover, by using
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aI s a( I q Ia : I q Ia, it is easy to see that A s Ý Bak. Now, ifk G 0
k  k 4 k Ž1.x, y g I, Ba U y : B a , x, y x q ByU a : BII, hence AI : B.x x
If L is an ideal of A, LI Ž1. is contained in B, and it is an ideal:
ILI Ž1. q LI Ž1.I : LI Ž1. q LI Ž1.( I q LII Ž1. : LI Ž1.. Since B is tight over I
Ž w x. Ž1. Ž1.see Lemma 1.5 of 25 , either L l S = LI is nonzero, or LI s 0. In
Ž Ž1.. Ž1.the latter case L annihilates the )-ideal id I s I R of R. Now, R isR
)-tight over the prime J, hence it is )-prime, and I Ž1. / 0 implies L s 0.
Thus A is )-tight over S, and it is )-prime.
Ž .Now, S s H A , ) is a subalgebra of J , hence it is PI, and by aa 0 a a
Ž w x.Theorem of Amitsur see 30, 7.4.13 , A is PI. Then Aa is PI by 1.1,a
Ž .hence there is a nonzero associative polynomial f x , . . . , x such that1 n
Ž . w xf x a, . . . , x a is a generalized identity of A. Then, by 10 the symmetric1 n
Ž .Martindale ring of quotients Q A of A still satisfies that generalizeds
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.identity. Now, R : Q B s Q A see 25 , hence R satisfies the sames s
Ž .generalized identity, i.e., Ra satisfies f. Therefore a g PI R .
6.6. As a final remark, let us point out that 6.4 shows that the
associative theory of generalized identities provides a source of PI-ele-
w xments for Jordan algebras, since it is known 29 that prime associative
algebras with a generalized polynomial identity have nonzero PI-elements.
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